How did Peter decide upon his own age?
He claimed one year older than the oldest boy at the home (pg.1)

What was Peter’s ability that made him the undisputed leader?
He was the best spitter (pg.1)

Why was Peter the leader of the boys?
He was the oldest and he could spit the farthest. (p. 1)

How old was Peter?
He had no idea, so he gave himself whatever age suited him. (p. 1)

What is the name of the orphanage that Peter and his mates lived at in London?
St. Norbert’s Home for Wayward Boys (p.2 PB)

How long had Peter lived at St. Norbert’s?
Seven years (p. 2)

Who was second in command at St. Norbert’s?
Edward Grempkin (p. 2)

What did Edward Grempkin teach at St. Norbert’s?
Grammar (p. 2)

What was the name of the ship that Peter and the boys boarded?
The Never Land (p. 3)

Who was the first officer and second in command aboard the Never Land?
William Slank (p. 5)

Describe the Never Land’s condition.
Old, poorly kept, frayed ropes, peeling paint, barnacles and green slime climbing the hull from the waterline (p. 7)

What made Alf’s face distinctive?
A nose with a wart the size and shape of a small mushroom (p. 8)

What did Mack have on his neck?
A tattoo of a snake’s head and the body disappeared into his sour clothes (p. 8)

What was the name of the second ship at the wharf?
The Wasp (p. 9)

What color trunk was loaded onto the Wasp?
Black (p. 9)

Where were the two trunks supposed to be loaded?
Black one onto the Wasp and the second one onto Neverland (pg. 9)

What kind of trunk was loaded onto the Never Land?
A common looking trunk made of rough wood with canvas tied around it (p. 9)
What did Alf want from life or what was important to him?
Food soft enough to chew, a place to sleep out of the rain, and some grog now and then (pg. 10)

Name the ship of the most feared pirate on the Seven Seas.
The Sea Devil (p. 14)

Which ship could outrun the Sea Devil?
None (p. 14)

Who was Cyrus Pembridge?
Neverland’s captain. (p. 15)

What was Cyrus Pembridge’s reputation?
Known as the most incompetent man to command a ship since the formation of water (pg.15)

What was Alf’s impression of Peter when he first saw him aboard the Neverland?
Wiry boy, bright orange hair, not the largest but the one who seemed to be in charge, had an air about him, and the look of a boy who doesn’t miss much. (Pg.15)

Who was the captain of the Wasp?
Captain Scott (p. 15)

What did Little Richard have in his hand as he stood on deck before The Never Land weighed anchor?
A long coiled whip (p. 22)

How did Peter lose his chance to flee the Neverland before the gangplank was taken up and the ship cast off?
James grabbed onto him and Peter could not shake him off. The girl, Molly seemed to be warning him (Pg.22)

What happened to the sailor who tried to escape?
A whip was cracked and wrapped itself around the sailor’s ankle and he was dragged back. Sent to the brig for a week. (Pg.22)

Who is Molly’s governess?
Mrs. Bumbrake (p.24 PB)

Molly sails on the Neverland but where does her father sail?
The Wasp (pg. 24)

What was the girl’s name who was aboard the Never Land?
Molly Aster (p. 25)

What was Peter’s last name?
He didn’t know (p. 25)

Which birthdays did Molly’s family celebrate?
The even-numbered birthdays (p. 25)

What was Molly’s father’s job to be?
Ambassador in the court of His Royal Highness, King Zarboff III (pg.26)

Who is the ruler of Rundoon?
His Royal Highness, King Zarboff the Third (p. 26)
Where is the *Never Land* headed for before the pirates attack?
The island of Rundoon (p.26 PB)

What happens if you don’t salute properly when you say The King of Rundoon’s name?
He has those very fingers cut off (p. 27)

How does one salute the King of Rundoon?
Hold up three fingers (p. 27)

How did King Zarboff’s father die?
He was eaten by a snake (p. 27)

Why were the orphans going to Rundoon?
To be servants in the court of King Zarboff the Third (p. 29)

Who had the most feared name on the sea?
Black Stache (p. 33)

How long was Black Stache’s mustache?
Nearly a foot between its waxed and pointed tips (p. 33)

Name the three ships in Peter and the Starcatchers:
The *Sea Devil*, the *Never Land*, and the *Wasp*. (p.33, 37 PB)

Describe Black Stache.
Tall, unpleasant, face pockmarked, large red nose, long black dirty hair, bushy eyebrows, huge black mustache which gave him his name. He was captain of the Sea Devil (pg.33)

What did Black Stache’s crew of sailors call him behind his back?
Ratbreath (p. 34)

Why did Black Stache’s crew call him Ratbreath?
It was said he liked to eat vermin raw (pg.34)

What was the Sea Devil’s secret weapon?
“The Ladies” a special set of sails whose patterns came from a ladies’ corset maker. (p. 34)

What are the names of Peter’s orphan friends?
Tubby Ted, James, Prentiss, and Thomas. (P.38-39 PB)

Who brings the boys their supper when they are aboard the *Never Land*?
Hungry Bob (p. 38 PB)

What did the boys first meal have in it?
Live worms (pg.39)

What did Captain Pembridge do instead of learning seamanship?
Consumed rum (pg.42)

Who actually ran the Neverland?
Slank (p. 42)

Why did Captain Pembridge command the Never Land?
Because his wife’s family owned a shipping line and the wife wanted him away from home most of the time (p. 42)

How many British flags did Black Stache have in his collection?  
12 or more, won when sinking a ship (pg.47)

What was tossed overboard to lighten the Never Land when they were chasing the Wasp?  
The water barrels (p. 49)

Who was in the dory to lighten the Never Land’s load?  
Preston and Harbuckle (p. 49)

When the Wasp goes ahead, how did Black Stache propose to get faster and ahead in order to attack?  
Lighten up by dumping most of the Sea Devil’s water supply (pg.49)

Why was getting rid of water such a bad idea?  
There was nothing more precious (pg.49)

What else did Stache order to eliminate weight?  
He ordered the 2 heaviest crew members into the sea in the dory (pg.49)

What was in the daily slop that the orphans ate?  
Lumps and wriggling lumps (p. 52)

How many days of being hungry before the boys started to eat some of the daily slop?  
3 (pg.52)

Name the three captains of the three ships.  
Captain Black Stache (Sea Devil), Captain Pembridge (Never Land), and Captain Scott (Wasp) (p.52,126 PB)

On Peter’s first search for other food he entered a partially open guarded room. What did he find?  
The special trunk and a floating rat (pg.57)

What was Peter’ discovery after encountering the floating rat?  
The trunk had something to do with it (pg.62)

How were Preston and Harbuckle rescued from the Dory?  
The Neverland (because of Peter) came near them and hauled them aboard. (Pg.69)

What ship did Preston and Harbuckle claim to be from when questioned?  
The Marcelle (p. 71)

Which one was responsible for the lie?  
Harbuckle (pg.72)

Slank learned a lot from Preston and Harbuckle when they were questioned. Name 3:  
1)They were thrown off the Sea Devil due to weight plus all the water 2) Black Stache is after the Wasp 3) The Wasp has special treasure aboard that Black Stache wants 4) The treasure is “the greatest treasure ever taken to sea” 5) Black Stashe has a prisoner(an officer of the Royal Guard) who told him about the trunk treasure (pg.74)

When Black Stache banged the butt of his sword on deck twice what happened?  
Eight oars lifted from the sea in unison and withdrawn into the ship’s hull (p. 80)
When Black Stache banged the butt of his sword on deck three times what happened?
All officers summoned  (pg.80)

What was the terrible stench in Black Stache’s cabin caused by?
Dead cow and turkey carcasses and other meat remnants  (pg.82)

How many cabin boys had Stache had in less than 1 year?
A. 6  (pg.83)

What happened to Black Stache’s cabin boy?
The captain made him walk the plank (p. 83)

When the Sea Devil got close to the Wasp it was time to “Raise the__________
Ladies  (pg.84)

How many porpoises did Molly initially converse with?
A. 5  (pg.86)

What language had Molly studied?
Porpoise (p. 88)

Who was the lead porpoise?
Ammm (p. 88)

What kind of language did they use?
Clicks and Squeaks  (pg.88)

What phrase does Molly always mistakenly use instead of “Hello” when greeting Ammm in Porpoise?
“My teeth are green” (P.88 PB).

During our first witness of Molly’s taking with the porpoises who were the silent ones?
Peter & James  (pg.91)

What is the name of Molly’s father?
Leonard Astor  (pg. 96)

What was Peter’s motivation for getting close/into the well protected trunk?
Peter didn’t mind risking his current life because it didn’t seem like much nor did the future seem any better. If there was something wonderful in that trunk he wanted it.  (Pg.105)

What was Leonard Archer’s idea about attacking the Sea Devil’s strange sail?
Using an archer and flame which would set the thing on fire  (pg.108)

What took the wind out of the “Ladies’” sails?
A fiery arrow from the Wasp (p. 111)

What do both Black Stache and Captain Scott believe that no one understands?
How hard it is to be a ship captain  (pg.114)

What did Leonard Aster do when he saw the man struggling in the sea?
He grabbed the oars and went to rescue him (p. 117)

How did the pirates catch Mr. Aster’s dory?
They shot harpoons into the transom and winched it in (p. 119)

What was the name of the sailor rescued by Leonard Aster?
Bingham (p. 121)

What is the moment a pirate lives for?
Boarding a taken ship (pg. 123)

What was in the trunk that Mr. Aster had in the Wasp’s dory?
Sand (p. 125)

When the Sea Devil rammed the Wasp what happened to Leonard Aster?
He leaped overboard (pg. 126)

What did Captain Scott tie to the tip of his sword at the end of the battle with Black Stache and the pirates?
A white handkerchief signifying surrender (p. 126)

Where did the porpoises take Molly’s father after they rescued him?
To an island (p. 128)

Rather than slitting the throats of the captured crew, what does Stache plan to do?
Set the Wasp crew adrift in the Sea Devil after moving all provisions to the Wasp (pg. 130)

What did Black Stache rename the Wasp?
The Jolly Roger (p. 132)

Why was food on the Neverland so bad?
The cook spent more time drinking rum than cooking (pg. 135)

Who ate the “food” that came in the crockery pot each morning, if the boys didn’t?
Hungry Bob (p. 136)

How far did Molly count before accepting Peter’s offer of help?
Nine (p. 143)

What had Stache ordered of the Wasp crewmen after capture as related to their uniforms?
They were stripped of them and left to stand in their long underwear (pg. 148)

What is Stache’s plan for the Wasp uniforms?
His crew will wear them now that they have taken over the ship. This will help them take over the Neverland (pg. 148)

What small group of people did Molly and her relatives belong to?
The Starcatchers (p. 153)

Describe the activities of the Starcatchers.
“Our task is to watch for star stuff, get it and return it, before it falls into the hands of the Others.” (p. 153)

What did Molly tell Peter about shooting stars?
Some are not rocks but Starstuff and Molly, being part of the Starcatchers must gather it when it comes to earth (pg. 153)

What did Molly have to do to prove herself and her story validity to Peter?
Connect with her supply of Starstuff and raise herself off the ground   (pg.153)

What was in the trunk on the Never Land?
Star stuff (p. 154)

What was in Molly’s locket?
Star stuff (p. 156)

What does Starstuff do for the intelligence?
One can use the mind better. One can see deeper, understand things others can’t and at times change a person’s thoughts.   (Pg.159)

The Starcatchers believe that Starstuff has been the cause of what conflicts?
Much of death, misery and struggles by a few people over Starstuff. They don’t want Starstuff to get into the wrong hands   (pg.160)

Who claimed that a secret, vicious struggle over star stuff caused many wars in history?
Molly (p. 160)

What was the oath of the secret society of Starcatchers?
They swore to rid the earth of the Starstuff, except for small quantities they would need to carry out their mission. They would not try to take away supplies from others but catch new. They would get to these first and capture them   (pg.161)

What animal do the Starcatchers have helping them?
Porpoise (p.162 PB)

Which animals were listed as being affected/changed by Starstuff?
Porpoises, horses, squid, fish   (pg.163)

The trunk which Stache wants contains Starstuff that originally landed in ________________.
Scotland (pg.166)

Is King Zardoff a starchatcher or an Other?
An other. Perhaps the most evil one.   (Pg.167)

Where was the trunk of star stuff bound?
Rundoon (p. 167)

What was Smee’s British uniform dilemma?
When dressed it barely contained his belly, he could not button the pants and in holding up the British flag (the Union Jack) his pants sank to his knees causing the crew to laugh. Trying to pull up the pants caused him to nearly lose the flag   (pg.172)

What did Alf tell Peter he should do when the storm comes?
Hold onto something   (pg.176)

Who felt particularly handsome in a captain’s uniform?
Black Stache (p. 180)

Just when the Wasp arrived what did Molly do to get rid of Mrs. Brumbake?
Molly put her to sleep   (pg. 184)
When Molly and Peter were moving the trunk to get it overboard Peter thought that he did not want to let go of the trunk. How did Molly know what he was thinking? She could read his mind. (pg 187)

What happened after Peter bit Slank? Peter was thrown overboard (p. 191)

Describe Black Stache’s plan to capture the Never Land. The Pirates would wear British Naval uniforms (pg. 171), the Jolly Roger/ Wasp would sail up along side and the pirates would board The Never Land (p. 192)

Who kept his face hidden behind a mast as the Never Land came near? Black Stache (p. 192)

What would the Never Land sailors notice as they came nearer the Jolly Roger/Wasp? The entire crew is barefoot, Black Stache’s identity, Black Stache’s single-shot flintlock pistol, (from p. 180) the pirates ‘ hidden swords (p. 192)

Who of the Neverland was the crewman to notice the true identity of the Wasp crew? Slank (p. 194)

What did Slank see that tipped him off to the true identity of the Wasp crew? Hard unshaven faces and bare feet (pg. 194)

What was the reaction of some of the Never Land crew as Black Stache announced his name? They whimpered. (p. 194)

What did Slank tell Black Stache was aboard the Never Land? A few women, plenty of rum, and no treasure. (p. 195)

What did Peter notice about himself as he went overboard? He could think about things very fast-faster than before (pg.197)

What pushed Peter out of the sea after Slank threw him overboard? A porpoise (p. 199)

Who was teaching Peter how to fly? Ammm (p. 200)

What action had a soothing effect on Stache? Making someone walk the plank (pg.202)

Where was the trunk full of star stuff found aboard the Never Land? The trunk was found on deck by the starboard rail after the wind tore off the canvas that was hiding it. (p. 203)

What impossible sight did Slank see while the pirates fought to get the trunk? Peter was floating a good ten feet over the men’s heads as he swooped onto the deck. (p. 205)

After the trunk went into the sea what was the degree of Black Stache’s anger? He was so angry that he could barely think. (p. 209)

What would soothe Black Stache’s nerves? Killing somebody, perhaps several people including a boy (pg. 209)
As the storm intensified, how did Black Stache save the 2 ships from destroying each other?
He abandoned the Never Land and cut the two ships apart. (p. 210)

What was the reward for spotting the trunk after the Never Land vanished in the spray and gloom?
Ten gold pieces and a bottle of grog (p. 212)

Who was worth 20 gold pieces if spotted by a Jolly Roger/Wasp crew member?
Peter (p. 212)

The star stuff leaked out of the trunk on the lagoon beach. Describe the changes.
The water around the trunk was glowing, a greenish gold glow, the color of fireflies. The water was unaffected by the push and pull of the waves. The fish did not leave the area. At times the water changed colors, an underwater rainbow. The fish began to change. (p. 219)

How did the water’s rising over the trunk lying on the reef appear?
Glowing, soft greenish gold glow (pg.219)

Name the four boys left on the Never Land after the pirates abandoned ship.
James, Prentiss, Thomas, and Tubby Ted (p. 221)

What is a dory?
A small rowboat (p. 222)

Who helped the abandoned boys get into the dory?
Alf (p. 222)

What was the first question Tubby Ted asked upon sighting land after the Neverland broke up and the boys had been clinging to the dory?
Is there food (pg.224)

How did Alf help the boys in the dory get to shore?
He tied the dory’s rope around his chest and swam toward the island. (p. 225)

Who was in the brig of the Jolly Roger after the storm?
Slank, Little Richard, a cow and a pig (p. 227)

Where was the bird when Peter awoke with sand in his mouth?
On his head (pg. 230)

What did Alf & the boys look for when they landed on the island?
Water (p. 237)

Give the order in which Alf & the boys disappeared in the jungle on the island.
Alf, Tubby Ted, Prentiss & Thomas (p. 237-245)

After James was done crying when everyone disappeared, what did he see?
Two pairs of very large brown feet (p. 246)

Who did Stache designate as snake bait when he and his group of a dozen men started their island search?
An unnamed man (pg.251)
What did Little Richard eat whole?
A loaf of bread  (pg.255)

When the pirates had all been subdued, what did Little Richard do?
He slung them over the main boom like human laundry. (p. 256)

What languages did the “savages” speak?
A language with guttural noises and a strange clicking sound (p. 260), English (p. 267-8), French (p. 280)

What does Alf believe is the secret to talking with savages?
Keep it simple  (pg. 262)

After the initial “how” exchange what were the surprising first words spoken by the savage?
Can we move this conversation along, old chap? I’m getting frightfully tired of “How” (pg.263)

What was Little Richard afraid of?
Spiders (p. 267)

What is the name of the leader on the island?
Fighting Prawn  (pg.269)

What was the island’s name?
Mollusk (p. 269)

Whose name meant “squid poop” in the Mollusk language?
Alf’s (p. 270)

Name the Mollusk people.
Fighting Prawn (p. 269), Fierce Clam (p. 275)

What is the name of the special language Fighting Prawn knows?
Mollusk (pg.283)

What was to be the fate for the boys and the Neverland crew at the hands of Fighting Prawn and the Mollusks?
This is what they had decided would happen to all visitors. The visitors would be fed to Mister Grin (pg.285)

What kind of women did Little Richard see in the lagoon?
Mermaids (p. 288)

What color were the she fishes’ eyes?
Sea blue (p. 297)

Who was biting Little Richard in the cave?
The she fish(mermaids) (p. 301)

What was the source of the light in the she fish cave?
The trunk (p. 303)

How did Peter get away from the huge monster crocodile?
Molly tossed him the locket, opening and touching its inside caused him to rise and warded off the crocodile (pg.314)

What was the monster?
A crocodile (p. 319)

What direction is port?
Left (p. 321)

What did possession of the trunk do for Little Richard?
Healed his wounds completely (pg. 322)

Who attacked the dory as it towed the trunk to the ship?
The mermaids (she fish) (p. 329)

As Molly talked about her rescue of Peter and the boys she got teary. What did Peter want to do?
Hug her (pg. 334)

Who was in the scouting party?
Crenshaw & Bates (p. 338)

How many words mean “happy” in the Porpoise language?
237 (p. 340)

What had happened to Teacher as a result of the contents of the trunk?
She had fully transformed from fish to mermaid (pg. 345)

How did the rescued mermaid show Peter her thanks?
She traced her fingers along the side of his face and smiled (pg. 363)

Peter’s dream- what did he decide to do while in the midst of it?
Let go and enjoy it (pg. 369)

What did Smee grab as he was falling out of the longboat?
The trunk’s end handle (p. 376)

How was the strength of Ammm described?
Sleek, hurtling missle, 567 ½ pounds of ocean hardened muscle (pg. 379)

What is Ammm’s weight?
567 ½ pounds (p. 379)

What did the children hit Slank with on the head?
Coconuts (p. 380)

Can most pirates swim?
No (pg. 392)

Slank wore a locket. Was he a Starcatcher?
No. He was one of King Zardoff’s men therefore an Other (pg. 401)

What does the she fish, teacher, call the trunk?
Creator (p. 412)

How did Molly and Teacher initially react to one another?
Like two who would never be friends (pg. 414)
Describe the Starcatchers as they dealt with the star stuff on Mollusk Island’s beach. Gold colored clothes, gloves, boots & helmets. (p. 417)

What was the gender makeup of the Starcatchers with Leonard Astor? 5 men and 3 women (pg417)

What did they look like due to their costumes? Human chandeliers (pg.417)

How is starstuff properly stored? In an airtight golden box. (p. 418)

How did Peter change after holding the starstuff box? He could fly just by thinking (p. 421)

What was the size of the Mollusk tribe? 100 (pg.425)

How was Peter able to get a message to Teacher for help in stopping the longboat? He thought it and she could read his mind (pg.43)

After Stache lost his hand 5 things happened quickly. List them: 1) Peter caught a thought from Teacher 2) The pirates who had seen Stache’s injury ran away 3) Mollusks started after the pirates until they saw Mister Grin 4) Smee loyally stayed with Stache and wrapped his shirt around the bleeding stump 5) Peter flew and took Leonard Aster’s locket and used it to save the life of Fighting Prawn (p. 43)

What did Peter use to heal Fighting Prawn? Starstuff from Leonard aster’s locket (p. 43)

What became a quick one gulp meal for Mister Grin? Stache’s hand (pg.43)

In the end what did the Mollusks turn out to be? Generous hosts (pg.440)

How long had it been since Peter and the boys had had a decent meal? Weeks (pg. 440)

Why did Peter act distracted during the meal? He knew that he must stay behind rather than going to England with the others. He could sense it. (Pg. 440)

What did Leonard Aster give Peter from the starstuff box? A golden orb on a golden chain and a fairy (p 446)

What noise did the fairy make? Bells (p. 447)

Peter and Molly said goodbye at what special time? At the last moment when they would be the same age. (Pg.450)